
Fisayo Samuel - Central defensive midfielder
Date of birth:  19 Nov 1995 / 28 years old
Nationality:  United Kingdom
Represented by:

AGENT DETAILS

PLAYER DETAILS

Languages: French, spanish

Last contract expired: 05 Aug, 2017

Height / Weight: 180 cm. / 75 kg.

Position:
Central defensive midfielder (preferred)
Box2Box midfielder
Playmaker, central midfielder

Foots: Both_right

Player profile: I am a British born of Nigerian origin, a hardworking and committed footballer who puts
100% in every game and training session. I have a burning desire to compete day in day
out and improve and develop my skills as a player. I also have a competitive nature and a
winning mentality, which I have built up over a period of time. I believe that one always
gets out what one puts in. My attitude and work rate are always at a top level. I have
played in numerous positions and feel that I am a very versatile and intelligent footballer. I
have played all through the middle in my playing career but mainly operate as a defensive
midfielder where I love to cut passing lanes and gather the football for my team in quick
and aggressive manner as well as getting the ball from defense to attacking players in
quick succession for my team mates as well as score goals from distance as a very good
shot taker, I am very technical player who is comfortable with the ball and distribution
short or long to get the ball moving for the attack, I can also play as attacking midfielder
or in a front three due to my playing experience I am very versatile and can adapt to any
position.

Achievements: Signed for Stoke under 23 scored 5 goals, 5 assist in 14 matches played Sunderland MVP
in first season scoring 8 goals. 12 Assist Nigerian under 20 call up Best player at Nike UK
tournament .

Other information: Have experience playing across all level of English football from Semi-professional to
professional football clubs, winning individual battles and having great technical ability to
push defense to attack, not afraid to be on the ball and make things happen from the
back.

CAREER
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CAREER

Since Club Contracts

Aug 2015 Stoke City ( England ) 27 Jul 2024 - 05 Aug 2017

MATCH SUMMARY
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